The authors concluded that the modest effects of more intensive treatment and constraint-induced language therapy for patients with stroke-induced aphasia found in this review should be treated as preliminary. Very limited evidence from clinically diverse and generally small non-randomised studies means that the authors' conclusions should be interpreted with caution.
Study selection
Studies of any design that evaluated CILT or compared higher versus lower intensity treatment for adults (aged 18 years or more) with stroke-induced aphasia were eligible for inclusion. Studies were excluded if they used pharmacological treatment as the control intervention.
In most studies, between 24 and 30 hours of treatment was provided; some provided over 100 hours. Studies used different treatment schedules and treatments. Patients had acute or chronic aphasia; time since stroke onset ranged from 11.2 to 90 months among chronic aphasia patients. Where reported, patients ranged from 18 to 82 years of age. Most patients in intensity studies were non fluent and, where reported, 40% had more severe aphasia and 30% had global aphasia. Most patients (60%) in CILT studies were non fluent and, where reported, most had mild to moderate severe aphasia; 19% had severe aphasia and 30% had global aphasia. Studies assessed a variety of outcome measures. Outcome measures were classified as language impairment or communication activity/participation using the World Health Organisation (2001) 
Assessment of study quality
Pairs of reviewers independently assessed validity using criteria based on study design, blinding, sample, comparability of group or participants, treatment fidelity, outcome measures, significance and precision of findings and, for controlled trials, intention-to-treat analysis. The maximum possible score was 9 for controlled trials and 8 for noncontrolled trials.
Data extraction
Where possible, for each group study, group means and standard deviations were extracted or estimated from presented statistics and Cohen's d effect sizes were estimated for each outcome measure. Weighed effect sizes were calculated for one single-participants study. The authors did not state how many reviewers performed the data extraction.
Methods of synthesis
The studies were combined in a narrative synthesis.
Results of the review
Ten studies were included (n appeared to be 141): one randomised controlled trial (n=17); four controlled trials (n=66); three case series (n=47); one case study (n=6); and one single-subject study (n=5). Sample size ranged from five to 28.
All studies described patients or used comparable treatment groups and all used valid outcome measures. Two studies reported blinded assessment of outcome, two reported treatment fidelity and three used intention-to-treat analysis.
Treatment intensity (five studies, n=68):
For chronic aphasia, all eight effect sizes from four group studies reported greater effects of higher intensity treatment on language impairment. The single-participant study reported mixed effects. Results of treatment intensity on communication activity/participants were mixed for chronic aphasia.
For acute aphasia, effect sizes from one study (n=17) favoured more intensive treatment. Effects for maintenance of treatment effects in patients with chronic aphasia were mixed in one single-subject study.
CILT (five studies, n=70):
For chronic aphasia, nine of 16 effect sizes from five group studies were large and reported greater effects of higher intensity treatment on language impairment.
For chronic aphasia, eight of 11 effect sizes from three studies reported greater effects of CILT compared to control on language impairment.
Both studies that assessed maintenance reported that the effects of CLIT in chronic aphasia were maintained (at one month and six months respectively).
